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Installing the allsky website software
Download this software and copy to your webserver
https://github.com/thomasjacquin/allsky-website
See the next slide for an example of where the software is installed on a webserver.

For background, here are links to the Thomas Jacquin allsky camera:
Description of Allsky camera:
https://www.instructables.com/id/Wireless-All-Sky-Camera/

GitHub site with the software for the raspberry Pi which runs the all sky camera.
https://github.com/thomasjacquin/allsky
Here’s a link to an operating all-sky camera in Bend, Oregon
http://www.cbstarrynights.com/allsky1/

Where does the allsky software live on your website?
Here is an example of the allsky software installed on the “webhostinghub” server. In this case it is placed
in the “public_html” folder under the user’s home. After install, the allsky display will be available at
/www.websitename/allsky; You will want to create a button on your website to point to that location so
users can select it.

“image-resize.jpg” is frequently updated and
overwritten; the new image is automatically
displayed

What does each part of the web software do?
controller.js contains the logic of the website. It has a timeout that refreshes the image
after a certain amount of time. It also grabs the space weather from NOAA and displays
it at the top. The constellation overlay is also generated here.
videos/index.php lists the timelapses in the videos/ directory.
keograms/index.php lists the keograms in the keograms/ directory
startrails/index.php lists the startrails in the startrails/ directory
virtualsky.json contains settings to generate the constellations overlay (lat, long, etc).
config.js is the only file you need to modify. The content is described in a subsequent
slide

Uploading images to your website
The allsky software uses a sftp script that runs on the RPI to upload to your web
server the individual images as they are captured by your camera. Each image that
is successively uploaded is called “image-resize.jpg”.
The uploaded image overwrites the old image of that name. A script on the
webserver looks for a new image of that name and displays it online.
The rate of camera capture and upload can be set – it is typically set at 5 seconds.
During the night each camera exposure may take 25 seconds, so the update then is
slower.

Uploading images to your website
How to set up the ftp-settings.sh file to upload from allsky on your RPI to your
web-server.
The following is an example from the Bend allsky camera at Bill K’s home, which
uses the server company “Web Hosting Hub”; this is the name of the server:
whub61.webhostinghub.com (name is shown on webhostinghub/cPanel/Advanced
Management Panel/Technical details); use this HOST name instead of “ftp.cbcolors.com”
Here is the example listing on the RPI of /home/pi/allsky/scripts/ftp-settings.sh
#!/bin/bash
# FTP/SFTP settings
PROTOCOL='ftp'
USER=‘yyyyyyy’ (enter your actual user name)
PASSWORD=xxxxxxxxxx (enter your actual password)
HOST='whub61.webhostinghub.com'
IMGDIR='/public_html/allsky/'
MP4DIR='/public_html/allsky/videos/'
KEOGRAM_DIR='/public_html/allsky/keograms/'
STARTRAILS_DIR='/public_html/allsky/startrails/’

For security, set up an “ftp account” on your webserver and use that account in
the ftp-settings.sh file to send images from the RPI to your webserver

Modify the config.js file on your website
To configure the website for your own location, you will need to use a text editor to edit
the config.js file. Options are:
Options
title
imageName
location
latitude
longitude

Default
Whitehorse, YT
image-resize.jpg
Whitehorse
60.7
-135.05

Description
Title displayed next to the logo
The image uploaded from your allsky camera
The location of your camera
Latitude of the camera
Longitude of the camera

az

180

Azimuth at the bottom of the image (0 is north, 90 is east, 180 is south, 270 is west)

camera
computer
owner
auroraMap
overlaySize
overlayOffsetLeft
overlayOffsetTop

ASI224MC
Raspberry Pi 3
Thomas Jacquin
north
875
0
0

Your camera model
Your Raspberry Pi model
The camera owner
aurora oval map for the north or south hemisphere
Size of the overlay (width and height)
Lateral adjustment of the overlay in pixels (+/-)
Vertical adjustment of the overlay in pixels (+/-)

To register the constellations and planets to the all-sky-image on your website,
you need to modify four values in the config.js file – they are
1)
2)
3)
4)

az
overlaySize
overlayOffsetLeft
overlayOffsetTop

See next slide for suggested starting points for values of az and overlay position variables

Alignment of the celestial transparent overlay
to your allsky images
To align the constellations and planets to your current actual nighttime all-sky-image, you need
to modify four values in the config.js file on your website. During the day, you can use the
position of the sun in the allsky image to get an approximate alignment. To get the best
alignment of the overlay to the actual celestial bodies, wait until dark so that you can see the
stars through your camera display upon your website.

Here’s how to do the alignment:
•
•
•

Logon to your web server
Edit config.js
Set the four values to these starting positions (from the Bend allsky camera)

•
•
•

Check for alignment to the real sky; if not registered, then
Modify any of these four parameters, and save changes,
Note you can update the overlay in the all-sky image on your webpage by typing
Ctrl-Shift R (this performs an update and is a significant help!);
Recheck for alignment to the real sky – iterate until satisfied with the alignment

•

az: 175 (angle to true north in your camera image)
overlaySize: 581, (this is size from top-bottom and left right size too, it’s square)
overlayOffsetLeft: 199, (offset from left side)
overlayOffsetTop: 38 (offset from top side)

Resource usage on webserver
How much disk space is used on your website?
Each image-resize.jpg image is small, about 60KB in size
Each night’s summary products occupy a total of about 22MB as follows:
mp4 movie – about 20MB
Startrail image – about 1MB
Keogram image – about 1MB
So after a month, you will have 22MB x 30 nights = 660MB of disk space used on your web server
I disk space is an issue, you can arrange to delete the oldest summary products from the webserver after
some time period.

How much data is uploaded to your server each day?
Estimate 10 hours of night at one image-resize.jpg per 25 seconds = 1440 images x 60KB = 86MB
Estimate 14 hours of day at at one image-resize.jpg per 5 seconds = 10,080 images x 60KB = 605MB
Estimate summary image products uploaded each morning

= 22MB

Estimated total per day uploaded = 713MB
You can reduce the upload volume by increasing the time delay between daytime pictures. This value is
set on the RPI in the camera settings file.

Example Allsky Images follow

Display of the allsky images on the web page

This software when loaded to your web server location will create a webpage that displays continuously updated
images from the allsky camera, along with summary images from previous nights

These images show a description of the icons on the webpage; the pictures are from the Bend
allsky camera website (www.cbstarrynights.com/allsky1) during a rainstorm

Icons at left side
-Overlay
-Archived Movies
-Archived Keograms
-Archived Startrails
-Camera Information

<-Overlay clicked

This image shows the Overlay turned on which superimposes
constellations, stars, planets and Messier objects; in the live view
on your website, move the cursor to a M object and click to access
and image and information from the web for that object

Image Products from the Allsky software
• Display on website – for example (www.cbstarrynights.com/allsky1)
• Individual images – several thousand per night
• Startrail image summary of the previous night
• Keogram image summary of the previous night – this is a composite image
which is composed of the central column of each image through the night; it’s a
quick way to see if and when clouds were present throughout the night
• mp4 movie of the individual images from the previous night
• See examples on next slides
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